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My customer won’t pay – blaming Corona for cash flow
1/5/20 DH Stallard online

Proposal for an EU wide mandatory human rights due diligence law
01/05/20 Norton Rose online

The EU Commission will introduce mandatory due diligence for environmental and human rights
03/05/20 Økonomisk Ugebrev –Samfundsansvar

Something for Europeans to celebrate – a new social contract begins to emerge?
04/05/20 Open Democracy & Business and Human Rights Resource Centre Blog

Breathing Space in Commercial Contracts the Midst of the Pandemic: Online Dispute Resolution in Hong Kong
04/05/20 ADR In Asia

We need mandatory due diligence laws to fix our broken supply chains
04/05/20 The FCPA Blog

COVID-19 and Beyond – the rise of Alternative Dispute Resolution (Part 1)
05/05/20 BPE solicitors

#COVID-19 – Something for Europeans to celebrate: A new social contract begins to emerge?
06/05/20 EU Reporter

COVID-19 UK Bulletin
06/05/20 Gibson Dunn
European Union Justice Commissioner Commits to Regulation on Corporate Human Rights and Environmental Due Diligence
07/05/20 Lex Blog & Covington

Swed Watch welcomes EU human rights due diligence plans
08/05/20 Swed Watch

Is the UK Heading Towards a Duty on Businesses to Prevent Breaches of Human Rights?
12/05/20 National Law Review, Lex Blog, Squire Patton Boggs

Commercial and tech update - May 2020
12/05/20 Stephenson Harwood

COVID-19: a checklist of ways to dig yourself out of a contractual hole
12/05/20 Travers Smith

The Law of Compromise
14/05/20 Addleshaw Goddard insights

Coronavirus: A new government guidance note urges contracting parties to “play nice” during lockdown
18/05/20 Farrer & Co online

Business and Human Rights: Mandatory human rights due diligence – European Commission to introduce a legislative initiative by 2021
19/05/20 Mayer Brown online

UK: What’s next for disputes emerging from the COVID-19 crisis and the role of mediation
18/05/20 Freshfields

The COVID Crisis pushes the European Union to accelerate the deployment of the duty of vigilance
19/05/20 Novethic

Introductory Remarks by Commissioner Phil Hogan at OECD Global Forum on Responsible Business Conduct
19/05/20 European commission Website

Play nicely - contractual performance in the time of COVID-19
21/05/20 CMS online
Coronavirus law: How will the pandemic shape English Law?
22/05/20   Lawyer Monthly

Business urged to avoid ‘destructive’ Covid-19 disputes
24/05/20   Financial Times

Business urged to avoid ‘destructive’ Covid-19 disputes
24/05/20   Newsgroove, Techregister and DNyuzWorld

EU Mandatory Human Rights Due Diligence Legislation to Be Proposed in Early 2021
26/05/20   Ropes & Gray

Cabinet Office guidance calls for responsible contractual behaviour in light of Covid-19
26/05/20   Travers Smith

European Union: EU Mandatory Human Rights Due Diligence Legislation To Be Proposed In Early 2021
28/05/20   mondaq

Mediation: don’t panic in the pandemic, be prepared
May 2020   Counsel Magazine

Dispute resolution: pandemic strains system but forces new approaches
28/05/20   IBA

Human Rights and Environment: EU to Propose Legislation Requiring Due Diligence Through Supply Chains
May 2020   Sidley

European Union: Business And Human Rights: Mandatory Human Rights Due Diligence – European Commission To Introduce A Legislative Initiative By 2021
29/05/20   Mondaq
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Corporate Restructuring in Investor-State Disputes: Can We Predict Tribunals’ Decisions?
11/05/20   Kluwer Arbitration Blog
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Opinion: Consensus approach required for democracy in Poland
11/05/20   The Charlatan
Trump vs Johnson: Who will win the fight for a mini trade deal?
14/05/20 Times Online (paywall)

Dominic Cummings and the rule of law
29/05/20 Prospect Magazine

Bingham Centre Blog

Nyasha Weinberg: Parliament must legislate on the government’s plans for contact tracing apps
04/05/20 UK Constitutional Law Association Blog

Ronan Cormacain: Can I go to the park please Dad? Everyday lessons in legal certainty in the English Coronavirus Regulations
15/05/20 UK Constitutional Law Association Blog

Squaring the PSPP Circle - How a ‘declaration of incompatibility’ can reconcile the supremacy of EU law with respect for national constitutional identity
22/05/20 Verfassungsblog

Ronan Cormacain: Instinct or rules: making moral decisions in the Cummings scandal.
28/05/20 UK Constitutional Association Blog